Write each word 5 times.

colors
red
orange
yellow
green
blue
purple
pink
grey
Adjectives

Write each word 5 times.

white
black
feelings
happy
sad
mad
angry
scared
sick

Name: ___________________________ Date: ___________________________
Write each word 5 times.

- hot
- thirsty
- sleepy
- cold
- hungry
- full
- calm
- comfortable
- nervous
Adjectives

Write each word 5 times.

in pain
worried
relieved
well
hurt
lonely
in love
homesick
proud
Write each word 5 times.

excited

embarrassed

bored

confused

frustrated

upset

surprised

tired

big
Write each word 5 times.

Adjectives

Name: ___________________________ Date: _________________________

1. small

2. large

3. tiny

4. tall

5. short

6. fat

7. skinny

8. long

9. young
Write each word 5 times.

old

elderly

middle-aged

pretty

ugly

beautiful

delicious

loud

quiet

Adjectives

Name: ______________________ Date: ______________________
Write each word 5 times.

hot

cold

good

bad